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METHOD FOR DETERMINING VALUES OF MOLECULAR PROPERTIES

Field of the invention

The present invention refers to the field of computational chemistry.

In particular, the present invention refers to a method for determining values of

molecular properties.

Background art

Computational chemistry consists of several processing techniques for

determining physical quantities and predicting properties of chemical systems.

These techniques are used in the systems of biology, biochemistry, toxicology,

chemistry of materials and pharmaceutical chemistry.

Computational chemistry has several practical applications, in particular in issues

relating to: designing new molecules, understanding the action mechanisms of

existing molecules, studying complex chemical systems in interaction, as well as

analyzing and assessing theories and chemical experiments.

The processing techniques developed make it possible to determine interactions

between the molecules of a chemical system of interest. Then, analyzing the

interactions thus determined will allow the identification of the different quantities

or properties of these molecules.

The quantities and properties for which a value is to be achieved may be divided

into two groups: "equilibrium" or "static" parameters and "dynamic" parameters.

The former are parameters defined when the chemical system is under an

equilibrium condition. For example, such parameters are: solubility, partition

coefficient, crystal density, equilibrium constants, etc.

On the contrary, the latter are parameters defined during the reaction steps of the

chemical system. One of such parameters is, for example, the "transfer coefficient"

of a molecule in a chemical system. Other parameters of this type are reaction

constants.

From an operational point of view, these processing techniques determine a

property or a quantity of a molecule, through more or less complex algorithms

which operate on features of the molecule itself, such as: the number and type of

bonds between the atoms thereof, the number of particular topological structures

(for example "rings"), the number of electron acceptor and donor atoms, and more



complex features such as the surface of the molecule exposed to solvent, the

static map around the surface of the molecule, and combinations thereof.

These features may be achieved experimentally, for example by directly

measuring the system of interest, through theoretical models, or by using

molecular data bases (for instance a crystallographic data base) containing a large

number of surveyed molecules.

To date, a certain number of algorithms have been developed, with each being

suitable for one problem or for one group of similar problems.

Selecting which algorithm is to be adopted is, therefore, very important for the

purposes of the analysis of the chemical system of interest. In principle, this

selection will be a function of other factors such as, for example, the calculation

power available to execute the algorithm, the desired time to obtain the result, the

number of systems analyzed in parallel, the accuracy of the value of the quantity

or property to be obtained.

In particular, those skilled in the art of computational chemistry developed

numerous techniques of the AAM (Atom Additive Method) type to determine the

value of chemical and physical properties of molecules of interest. According to

these techniques, a molecule of interest is divided into components, and the value

of the property is determined as a combination of the contributions by each

component to the value of the property. The contribution of each component is

determined by applying the same approach but conversely, to molecules for which

the value of the property is known: the molecules for which the value is known are

divided into the same components of the molecule of interest, and the weight of

each component is calculated to the value of the property.

The components into which a molecule is divided generally are the atoms

composing same, although sometimes considering functional clusters of atoms as

the basic units has been shown to be more convenient. Those skilled in the art

designate such components as "atomic type".

An atomic type represents an atom of a chemical element having determined

features related to the properties thereof and to those of the atoms adjacent

thereto. For example a first atom of a certain chemical element, having a certain

hybridization state and a certain accessible surface area will be represented by a



first atomic type, while a second atom of the same chemical element, by having a

hybridization state and accessible surface area different from the first, will be

represented by a second atomic type.

The atoms of the molecule are therefore associated with their respective atomic

types.

For each atomic type, the (partial) contribution this provides to the (total) value of

the property is determined. The consideration of the atomic types introduces a

degree of simplification as compared to the actual structure of the molecule and

does not take into account any potential interactions occurring or taking place and

which contribute to determining the value of the property. For this purpose, some

of these AAM techniques introduce, for example, a correction factor applied to

each atomic type, through which a more precise contribution to the value of the

property to be determined is achieved.

An example of application of an AAM technique is described in the article by Wang

R. et al. entitled: "Calculating partition coefficient by atom additive method". In

particular in such document a water-noctanol partition coefficient (also known as

"logP") of certain molecules is calculated.

As the first step, the authors, on the basis of the knowledge and experience,

establish 90 atomic types useful to determine chemical and physical properties of

molecules; this is a relatively small number. In particular, each atomic type gathers

atoms of the same chemical element, having the same hybridization state, similar

accessible surface area, same nature of adjoining atoms and same adjacent ΐ

systems. The atomic types thus identified by the authors provide sufficiently

detailed information to analyze several chemical and physical properties.

Then, the authors use a "training set" comprising 1853 molecules of which the

minimized structure is calculated through the SYBYI/MOL2 program and for which

the experimental value of logP is known. By means of this training set the authors

determine the weights of each atomic type to the value of the property of interest.

Finally, the authors compare the calculated values (by means of their AAM

technique) of logP of the molecules of the "training set" and the experimental

values thereof, and thus assess the predictive precision of their AAM technique.

The authors also introduced 10 correction factors for compensating for



intramolecular interactions, which they do not consider in the initial selection of the

atomic types.

In the authors' approach, and in general in AAM techniques, the selection of

atomic types is therefore a very delicate preliminary process affecting the results

of the described method and which is carried out just once and manually. By

contrast, the selection of the training set is flexible: if the predictive results of the

value of a property are shown to be unsatisfactory, a training set consisting of

molecules which is assessed to be more suitable for the property being examined

is selected.

Summary of the invention

The Applicant realized that the above-mentioned known techniques do not allow to

determine properties of a molecule with an appropriate precision.

Furthermore, the application of such known techniques is influenced by the

context; it is therefore necessary to select a technique suitable for the context of

interest from time to time; it is therefore necessary to assess different algorithms

and different molecular features to be used for the processing. Also, such task has

to be performed manually, by highly qualified personnel, with a relevant use of

energies and time.

In the case of the article "Calculating partition coefficient by atom additive method",

the selection of the atomic type requires deep knowledge and previous

experience. In fact, a wrong selection may provide an estimation of the value of a

property very different with respect to the actual value. Also, such a selection of

the atomic types is derived from a human task performed only once before the

application of the method; furthermore, the authors did not even consider to adapt

it as a function of the correctness of the obtained results.

In the case of known techniques operating on features obtained by means of

molecular data bases, even considerable inaccuracies in the results may be found.

In fact, it may occur that the surveyed molecules are associated with at least

partially incorrect information, and such known technique process them as if they

were correct, thus providing incorrect results.

Also, in order to obtain reliable results in a reasonable timeframe it is necessary to

include powerful calculation resources. If such calculation resources are



unavailable, the reliability of the results or the timeframe to obtain them is affected.

It is a general object of the present invention to improve the prior art relating to

techniques operating on features of molecules by means of molecular data bases.

It is a first more specific object to provide a method allowing the value of a

property of a molecule of interest to be obtained in a reliable way.

It is a second more specific object to provide a method allowing the value of a

property of a molecule of interest to be obtained in an automatic way, starting from

easily obtainable information.

It is a third more specific object to provide a method allowing the value of a

property of a molecule of interest to be obtained, which compensates any errors

present in the molecular data bases, in particular relating to the topology of the

molecular structures.

It is a forth more specific object to provide a method allowing the value of a

property of a molecule of interest to be obtained with a reduced use of

computational resources, possibly without impairing the reliability of the results.

It is a fifth more specific object to be able to perform computer processing on

molecules of interest using a single method, regardless of the context.

Last but not least, it is another object to ensure the same or higher reliability and

the same or higher performance as/than existing and operational solutions.

These and other objects are achieved due to the method for determining a value

of a property of a molecule of interest having the features recited in the appended

claims which form an integral part of the present description.

According to the present invention, a method is provided for determining a value of

a property of a molecule of interest comprising a plurality of atoms

- wherein said method is based on a data base relating to a plurality of

surveyed molecules comprising a plurality of atoms, wherein said data base

contains, for each surveyed molecule, spatial information and

electronegativity information related to the constituent atoms;

- wherein said method is based on a set of predetermined molecules

reference comprising a plurality of atoms, wherein spatial information and

electronegativity information related to the constituent atoms is known for

each reference molecule and the value of this property is known;



- wherein the atomic profile of a certain atom of a certain molecule comprises

an atomic profile parameter and atomic profile information, wherein said

atomic profile parameter is determined based on a predetermined

mathematical formula to be calculated based on spatial information and

electronegativity information related to the atoms of said certain molecule

which are in a predetermined vicinity of said certain atom, and wherein the

atomic profile information is chemical information related to the atoms of

this certain molecule which are in this predetermined vicinity;

- wherein the atomic type of a group of similar atomic profiles is an atomic

profile of this group selected in a predetermined manner, wherein the

atomic profiles of this group are considered similar based on a

predetermined criterion;

- wherein the method comprises the steps, performed through an electronic

processor, of:

A) processing the data base and determining a plurality of atomic types associated

with the atoms of the surveyed molecules of this data base,

B) determining the atomic types of the atoms of the reference molecules selecting

them from the plurality of atomic types,

C) for the atomic types of the atoms of the reference molecules, carrying out a

regression of the known values of property of the reference molecules,

obtaining corresponding contribution values on the value of the property for

these atomic types,

D) determining the atomic types of the atoms of the molecule of interest selecting

them from the plurality of atomic types,

E) calculating the value of the property of the molecule of interest as a

combination of the contribution values on the value of the property of the

atomic types of the atoms of the molecule obtained by the regression.

Further advantageous, technical features of the present invention are described in

the dependent claims, which form an integral part of the present description.

Brief description of the drawings

The technical features of the present invention as well as the advantages thereof

will become more apparent from the following description, made with reference to



the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 diagrammatically and very partially shows an example of molecular data

base usable for the present invention,

Fig. 2 diagrammatically and partially shows a "molecule of interest" of which the

value of a property is to be determined through the teachings of the present

invention,

Fig. 3 diagrammatically and partially shows some "reference molecules " by

means of which the value of the property of the molecule of interest in Fig. 2 is

determined;

Fig. 4 diagrammatically and partially shows a molecule of which the "atomic profile

parameter" of its atoms is to be calculated through the teachings of the present

invention,

Fig. 5 diagrammatically and partially shows a plurality of molecules for which the

constituent atoms are to be grouped through the teachings of the present

invention,

Fig. 6 diagrammatically shows a possible grouping of the atoms of the molecules

of in Fig. 5 obtained through the teachings of the present invention, and

Fig. 7 diagrammatically shows the selection of the atomic types from the groups of

atomic profiles performed according to the teachings of the present invention.

Fig. 8 diagrammatically shows a possible grouping of the atoms of the molecules

used in one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 diagrammatically shows the values of the properties of different molecules,

as a function of their number of atoms.

Detailed description of the invention

Both such a description and such drawings are to be intended for illustration

purpose only and thus non-limiting; therefore, the present invention may be

implemented according to other and different embodiments; moreover, it should be

noted that such figures are diagrammatic and simplified.

Figure 1 shows a molecular data base DB containing a plurality of surveyed

molecules M DB, M2DB. In other words, this data base DB collects a plurality of

known molecules M 1DB, M2DB, and a corresponding plurality of information

related to these molecules. It is easy to understand how the number of surveyed



molecules in a data base DB of this type actually is very high, in the order of

thousands if not millions of units.

Typically, this information is related to the structure of the molecules and to their

chemical quantities. In particular, this information relates to atoms 10DB, 20DB,

30DB, 40DB that make up the various molecules M DB, M2DB. In fact, the spatial

coordinates related to the position that they occupy in the structure of the

respective molecule, the electronegativity value, the atomic number, etc., will

typically be available for each atom. As known by a man skilled in the art, the type

of information available will vary from data base to data base. In this respect, data

bases containing relatively small molecules of pharmaceutical interest will have

information content different from data bases containing molecules of larger size,

of interest for biological applications.

However, from the plurality of available information, that of actual interest for the

purposes of the present invention is the spatial information and the

electronegativity information, available in most molecular data bases. In a

preferred embodiment example, the spatial information 10DBd, 20DBd, 30DBd,

40DBd, are the coordinates, expressed in the three spatial dimensions, of atoms

10DB, 20DB, 30DB and 40DB that make up each molecule M 1DB, M2DB.

Depending on the data base used, this spatial information can be in a form other

than that described above (for example be expressed by means of polar

coordinates, or by relative distances between the atoms of a molecule, or by a

Cartesian system with arbitrary origin, or by reference to the crystal lattice of the

molecule). In this case, a processing step will be provided to "normalize" the

information thus present, obtaining the three-dimensional coordinates of the

various atoms. Both the processing of the information available from the data base

(i.e., spatial and electronegativity information), and, when contemplated, their

"normalization", are quite typically only carried out by an electronic processor.

The electronegativity information 10DBe, 20DBe, 30DBe, 40DBe is the

electronegativity of atoms 10DB, 20DB, 30DB and 40DB that make up each

molecule M DB, M2DB.

Advantageously, no constraint is posed in this way on the type of data base

usable.



As said, the surveyed molecules in database DB are a large number, in the order

of thousands if not millions. Accordingly, the related atoms are in an even greater

number than them. Therefore, from the computational point of view, it can be very

burdensome to process such a large amount of data. In this respect, according to

a preferred embodiment, not all the atoms of all the molecules, surveyed in data

base DB are considered but a subset thereof considered significant. In particular,

a subset of atoms 10DB, 20DB, 30DB, 40DB randomly chosen from all the atoms

present in data base DB. How many atoms to choose and/or how to choose them

is a function of the subject problem and therefore may vary from time to time.

Advantageously, using this approach it is possible to reduce the computational

complexity of the method according to the present invention, obtaining in any case

reliable results. It should also be said, however, that according to different

embodiments, such a choice may also be avoided, thus working on all the

surveyed atoms, or performed in a different way.

For the plurality of atoms 10DB, 20DB, 30DB and 40DB, their "atomic profile" is

then determined, very typically exclusively by an electronic processor. For the

purposes of the present invention, the term "atomic profile" actually means an

information unit, represented for example by a vector, and comprising an "atomic

profile parameter" and "atomic profile information".

The "atomic profile parameter" is a vector comprising a plurality of numerical

quantities determined on the basis of a mathematical formula, while the "atomic

profile information" is chemical information related to the atom itself and to a

certain number of atoms in a vicinity thereof. The information unit of real interest

for the purposes of the method according to the present invention is the atomic

profile parameter. The atomic profile information advantageously has the purpose

of making each atomic profile uniquely identifiable, therefore it is not excluded that

it may be implemented other than as described, for example with a pseudorandom

number uniquely assigned to a respective "atomic profile parameter", or in some

cases they may even not be contemplated. All of this will be clearer in the

following description, in particular with reference to Figure 4 .

In the practice, for the purposes of the present invention, atoms 10DB, 20DB,

30DB, 40DB of data base DB are considered by the respective atomic profile. In



this way, information on the atom itself and information resulting from the presence

of the other atoms in a spatial vicinity thereof, arbitrarily chosen, is available for

each atom.

As shown in figure 4 , it is possible to display a graphic schematization relating to

the calculation of the atomic profile of a certain atom 1a.

A vicinity S is defined around a certain atom 1a, considered each time as central.

According to one embodiment, such vicinity corresponds to a spherical cortex. By

spherical cortex it is meant a volume defined between two concentric circular

surfaces centered on atom 1a, having radius r 1 and radius r2, respectively, where

r 1 is smaller than r2. In the practice, by means of a vicinity thus defined it is

possible to exclude a space around the central atom, in particular a space having

a volume defined by the circular surface with radius r 1 . Radius r 1 is in a range

between 0.8 A and 1.2 A , while the radius r2 is in a range between 3.5 Aand 5 A.

It should also be said that the various molecular data bases may contain errors in

the representation of the atoms. One of these may be related to the distance

between two atoms, which as known is never less than the limit value of about 0.8

A . However, it may happen that two atoms are represented with a distance

between them smaller than the limit value. For example, two atoms may be

erroneously represented at a distance of 0.5 A .

Advantageously, this problem is solved thanks to the space of radius r 1 which

allows, in the execution step of the method, any representation errors to be

overcome.

According to a preferred embodiment, in order to determine the atomic profile

parameter of the central atom a , the peripheral atoms 11a , 12a, 13a present in

vicinity S are identified. Both the central atom 1a and the peripheral atom 11a,

12a, 13a are characterized by spatial information 1ad, 11ad, 12ad, 13ad (e.g. in

the same format as those already described for the molecular data base DB) and

electronegativity information 1ae, 1ae, 12ae, 13ae, respectively, which represent

the corresponding electronegativity.

Thereafter, the electronegativity value of the peripheral atom 11a is used as the

value to get a dividend. Thereafter, the square of the distance between the central

atom and the same peripheral atom is calculated, thus obtaining a divider. The



predetermined mathematical formula is then calculated by making the ratio

between the divisor and the dividend thus calculated, obtaining a first quotient.

This operation is then repeated for all the other peripheral atoms 12a, 13a, thus

obtaining respective quotients. This plurality of quotients forms a vector that

represents the atomic profile parameter of atom 1a. Each time, the peripheral

atoms 11a 12a 13a are considered as peripheral; the characterization of a

molecule is thus obtained by the atomic profiles of the constituent atoms. This

characterization, obtained according to the procedures described, is especially

advantageous for molecules with few atoms (such as up to about 100 atoms) and

therefore with reduced space extension.

For molecules with a larger number of atoms than in the previous case, the

calculation of the atomic profiles can be done in the following way: the central

atom 1a and the peripheral atoms 1 a , 12a, 13a in vicinity S are determined, then,

the electronegativity difference between the central atom 1a and a peripheral atom

11a is calculated. A dividend is obtained by this difference; thereafter, the square

of the distance between the central atom and the same peripheral atom is

calculated, thus obtaining a divider. The ratio between the divisor and the dividend

thus calculated is then made, obtaining a first quotient. This operation is then

repeated for all the other peripheral atoms 12a, 13a by adding up the respective

quotients obtained. The value of the sum thus obtained represents the atomic

profile parameter of atom 1a. By repeating these operations for the peripheral

atoms 1 a , 12a, 13a considered each time as central, the atomic profiles of the

molecule of interest are obtained.

It should also be said that the value of the electronegativity difference between the

central atom 1a and a peripheral atom a , 2a, 13a may be added to a corrective

constant. In the practice, this means adding up an offset to the value of this

difference in cases where it is numerically represented as null but actually is not to

be considered so (i.e. when the difference between the electronegativity of the

central atom 1a and the peripheral atom 11a, 12a, 13a is less than the resolution

of the numerical representation available).

In addition, the choice to make the square of the difference of the distances

between the central atom and the peripheral one is particularly advantageous for



many molecules of interest. However, it cannot be excluded that in some

applications such a choice may be implemented differently.

Thereafter, in addition to the atomic profile parameter, the central atom 1a is also

associated to "atomic profile information" which, according to a preferred

embodiment example, include the chemical symbol of the central atom 1a, the

chemical symbol of the peripheral atoms, 1a, 12a, 13a, the number of peripheral

atoms and a "key" to uniquely identify the atomic profile corresponding to the

central atom 1a.

Then, after calculating the atomic profile of atoms 10DB, 20DB, 30DB, 40DB of

data base DB, the respective "atomic types" are determined for them. As shown in

figures 5 , 6 and 7 , the way how the "atomic types" are determined can be seen

graphically.

In particular, figure 5 shows a plurality of molecules M 11 M21 , M31 , M41 , M51

comprising a plurality of atoms A 11, A 12 , A 13, A21 , A22, A23 A31 , A32, A33, A41 ,

A42, A43, A51 , A52, A53.

With reference to figure 6 , it may be seen how a corresponding plurality of atomic

profiles, PA1 1, PA12, PA13, PA21 , PA22, PA23 PA31 , PA32, PA33, PA41 , PA42,

PA43, PA51 , PA52, PA53 is determined for this plurality of atoms as described

above. Thereafter, this plurality of atomic profiles is divided into a certain number

of groups C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5, where the atomic profiles belonging to the same

group are considered similar based on a predetermined criterion, as will be clearer

in the following description.

On the other hand, figure 7 graphically shows how the "atomic type" is determined

between the atomic profiles of figure 6 distributed into the various groups C 1, C2,

C3, C4, C5.

In particular, according to the example of figure 6 , the atomic profiles PA1 1,

PA52 are distributed into five groups C 1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.

In fact, the predetermined criterion mentioned above provides for two atomic

profiles being considered similar if the respective atomic profile parameters differ

by a certain threshold λ (difference assessed according to a suitable mathematical

function).

In the practice, using a suitable mathematical function, the two atomic profiles of



the atoms concerned are compared, each of which includes a plurality of

information relating to the atoms of the respective vicinity, thus obtaining a "result"

atomic profile, such as a vector containing the results of the differences between

the elements of the two atomic profiles concerned. Thereafter, the values obtained

in the "result" atomic profile are added up, thus obtaining a comparison numeric

value between the two atoms concerned.

Two or more atomic profiles will belong to a same group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5 if the

comparison between the respective atomic profile parameters is a value that is

less than or equal to threshold λ. Otherwise, if such a value is greater than this

threshold λ, the atomic profiles will belong to different groups C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5.

Still with reference to figure 6 , an example of the distribution into groups C 1, C2,

C3, C4, C5 of the atomic profiles PA1 1, ..., PA54 is shown.

In particular, the known dendrogram diagram technique is used to distribute the

atomic profiles PA1 PA54 . Advantageously, by using this approach, it is

possible to define the number of groups C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and consequently the

level of accuracy of the method, in a very flexible manner. In fact, the construction

of the dendrogram of the example in figure 6 provides for a first "sorting" of the

atomic profiles PA1 1 PA54; so, these will be arranged along the y-axis based

on the similarity of their atomic profile parameters. Thereafter, the atomic profiles

thus sorted are joined by segments whose length is the difference of the

respective atomic profile parameters. Choosing the value of threshold λ, the

maximum possible difference between the respective atomic profile parameters of

two atomic profiles within a same group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5 will be determined.

Advantageously, the choice of the value of threshold λ does not require high and

additional computational loads compared to those needed for the construction of

the dendrogram. In fact, such a threshold operates on already "sorted" data. In this

way, it is advantageously possible to iteratively choose the accuracy level of the

method, i.e. through subsequent choices of different values of threshold λ, until the

optimal one for the problem concerned is found.

As shown in figure 7 , the choice of the atomic types T 1, T2, T3, T4, T5 from the

atomic profiles PA1 1, ..., PA52 distributed in the respective groups C 1 , C2, C3,

C4, C5 may be seen. Such a choice, according to a predetermined manner clearer



in the following description, occurs by means of an electronic processor, i.e. in an

automated manner.

In the practice, an atomic type corresponds to an atomic profile, therefore it is

characterized by the same information as the latter.

In particular, according to a preferred embodiment example, an atomic type T ,

T2, T3, T4, T5 is chosen for each group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5. In addition, each

atomic type is randomly chosen between the atomic profiles of each group. It

should be noted that according to several embodiment examples of the present

invention, the choice of the atomic type can be made in different ways, for

example it is possible to decide which atomic type to choose for each group in a

predetermined manner and according to a precise criterion.

In other words, an atomic type T 1 , T2, T3, T4, T5 is an atomic profile considered

significant from the atomic profiles of a same group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5; this

reduces the computational complexity of the problem concerned without losing

accuracy, obtaining reliable solutions in very low processing times.

According to a further embodiment example, the choice of the atomic types T ,

T2, T3, T4, T5 may happen differently than the example described above. In

particular, for the atomic profiles belonging to a group C , C2, C3, C4, C5, it may

be contemplated to calculate the mean of the respective atomic profile

parameters, and choose as atomic type a corresponding atomic profile having an

atomic profile parameter with minimum deviation from the previously calculated

mean.

Therefore, referring back to data base DB in figure 1, it may be appreciated that it

is advantageous to process the atoms surveyed therein. In fact in this way it is

possible to have a large number of atoms for which the respective atomic profiles

and later the atomic types are determined. In other words, it is possible to

"construct" a statistic based on the atoms surveyed within data base DB in which

the level of detail (i.e. the number of: atomic profiles, groups in which they are

distributed and atomic types that are determined) is chosen according to the

available computational resources and to the accuracy in the results to be

obtained.

With reference to figure 2 and figure 3 , it is possible to describe the further steps of



the method according to the present invention by means of which the value of a

property of a molecule M 1 of interest can be determined. It should be noted that

the term molecule M 1 of interest refers to a molecule that contains some

information (such as its structure, the constituent atoms, the bonds between these

atoms, ...) and for which knowing the value of a certain property is of interest. In

particular, the information for atoms 10, 20, 30 of molecule M 1 which is available

(or which may be found) is spatial information 10d, 20d, 30d and electronegativity

information 10e, 20e, 30e.

The property of which the value is to be known may belong to the group of "static"

parameters (e.g. solubility) or to that of "dynamic parameters" (e.g. a transport

coefficient).

Figure 3 shows a plurality of molecules M2, M3, M4 of "reference", i.e. molecules

that make up a "training set", of which the actual value of the property of interest is

known. In other words, they are the molecules chosen to determine the value of

the property of molecule M 1 exactly because their value is experimentally known.

These molecules include a plurality of atoms 210, 220, 3 0, 320, 410, 420

for which, as in the case of molecule M 1 , spatial information 220d, 3 1Od, 320d,

4 1Od, 420d and electronegativity information 2 1Oe, 220e, 3 1Oe, 320e, 4 1Oe, 420e

is known.

According to a preferred embodiment example, and as for the case of the atoms of

the molecular data base DB, the spatial information of the plurality of atoms 10,

20, 30; 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420 of molecule M 1 of interest and of reference

molecules M2, M3, M4 are the spatial coordinates expressed in the three spatial

dimensions.

Therefore, the atomic profile of the atoms of molecule M 1 of interest and of

reference molecules M2, M3, M4 is determined as described above.

Thereafter, the method according to the present invention provides for the

following steps (all these steps are very typically performed by a processor, thus

automatically):

i - determining the atomic types T 1 , T2, T3, T4, T5 of atoms 210, 220, 310, 320,

410, 420 of reference molecules M2, M3, M4, choosing these atomic types from

the plurality of atomic types determined for the atoms of the surveyed molecules in



data base DB (in particular, the atomic types are determined for all the atoms of

the selected reference molecules M2, M3, M4),

ii - for the atomic types T 1 , T2, T3, T4, T5 of atoms 2 10 , 220, 310, 320, 410, 420

of reference molecules M2, M3, M4 thus determined, carrying out a regression of

the known values of the property of these reference molecules M2, M3, M4.

Corresponding contribution values are thus obtained on the value of the property

for the atomic types of the reference molecules (in particular, the contribution

values are determined for all atomic types of the reference molecules),

i - determining the atomic types T 1, T2, T3, T4, T5 of atoms 10, 20, 30, of

molecule M 1 of interest, choosing these atomic types from the plurality of atomic

types determined for the atoms of the surveyed molecules in data base DB (in

particular, the atomic types are determined for all the constituent atoms of the

molecule M 1 of interest).

iv - calculating the value of the property of molecule M 1 of interest as a

combination of the contribution values on the value of the property of the atomic

types of atoms 10, 20, 30 of molecule M 1 obtained by the regression previously

made (in step ii), the combination used and the regression used thus conceptually

are one the "reverse" of the other.

Basically, steps i , ill provide for determining the atomic profiles of atoms 10, 20, 30

of molecule M 1 of interest and of atoms 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420 of reference

molecules M2, M3, M4 according to the previously described procedure.

Thereafter, as mentioned above, each atomic profile is associated to an atomic

type by selecting it from the plurality of atomic types previously determined for

atoms 10DB, 20DB, 30DB, 40DB of molecules M DB, M2DB surveyed in data

base DB. This latter operation can be made according to different methods. In

particular, according to a preferred embodiment example, for a predetermined

atomic profile of molecules M 1 , M2, M3, M4, a corresponding atomic profile,

considered "similar" (e.g. with a minimum difference of the atomic profile

parameter), related to the atoms surveyed in data base in DB, is determined.

Thereafter, it is noted in which group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5 the "similar" atomic

profile of the surveyed atom has been distributed, thus obtaining the

corresponding associated atomic type.



Conceptually, in step ii, for each molecule M2, M3, M4 the known value of the

property is to be linked to the respective atomic types. Then, for each molecule

M2, M3, M4, a regression of the known values of the property is made based on

the atomic types. In the practice, a system of regression equations will be obtained

with as many equations as the reference molecules M2, M3, M4. The solution of

this system of equations allows contributions to be obtained on the value of the

property for the respective atomic types of reference molecules M2, M3, M4.

Thereafter, as described in step iv, the value of the property of molecule M of

interest is determined.

In particular, the atomic types determined for molecule M 1 are associated to

respective contributions on the value of the property, obtaining the latter from the

regression made for reference molecules M2, M3, M4.

Therefore, for molecule M 1 of interest, the atomic types T 1, T2, T3, T4, T5 that

characterize it, and the respective contributions on the value of the property

thereof are known.

Therefore, the value of the property of molecule M 1 is determined as a

combination of the contributions on the value of the property of its atomic types; of

course there is a logical link between the type of regression used and the type of

combination used.

According to a preferred embodiment example, both the regression and the

combination described above are linear. However, other types, all falling within the

scope of the present invention, are not to be excluded.

Below are example 1 and example 2 related to the determination of the atomic

types of the atoms of some proteins, and to the prediction of the solubility value for

a molecule of interest, respectively.

EXAMPLE 1

Carrying out the method according to the present invention, an analysis of the

entire PDB database (available at Uniform Resource Locator

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) was first carried out, randomly extracting

from it 2000 surveyed proteins to obtain the atomic profiles of 10000 atoms.



The method for coding a specific atomic profile is shown in the summary Table :

Table 1

The fields shown in Table 1 have the following meaning:

Profile ID : identifies the atomic profile with a progressive number from 1 to 10000;

PDB file : identifies the code structure within the PDB database to which the atom

concerned belongs and for which the atomic profile is calculated;

aSymb: represents the chemical symbol of the atom concerned (central atom);

nNN : indicates the number of peripheral atoms present in the vicinity surrounding

the atom concerned (central atom);

distanceNN : represents the vector of the distances between the peripheral atoms

and the atom concerned (central atom);

dEelectrN : represents the vector of the differences in electronegativity between the

peripheral atoms and the atom concerned (central atom) divided by the square of

the distance (distanceNN);

symboINN : represents the vector containing the chemical symbols of the

peripheral atoms.

In this case, the eighteenth atomic profile was calculated, related to a carbon atom

C (which represents the central atom), present in the molecular database with

PDB ID = 2jfz, with 1 peripheral atoms (i.e. contained in the volume of a spherical

cortex defined by two concentric circular surfaces centered on the central carbon



atom, having minor radius r 1 = 0.8 A and major radius r2 = 3.5 A), which are an

atom of, respectively: N, O, C, C, N, C, O, C, N, O, C, which are located at the

distances of 3.19268, 2.831 75, 2.94331 , 2.41214, 1.32351 , 2.47738, 1.23045,

2.41722, 3.05891 , 1.5243, 3.02813, respectively (distances measured in

angstroms), with respect to the central atom of C; with difference of

electronegativity, divided by the square of the respective distances, equal to:

0.442451 ; 0.512546; 0.577163; 0.859337; 2.57468; 0.814674; 2.71466; 2.15193;

0.771869; 0.439246; 0.545283.

In the present example, the vectors of the distances are sorted in increasing

manner to optimize the execution of the algorithm. It should be noted that as a

result of the resorting of the vector of the distances (distanceNN) according to

increasing values, the following is obtained:

distanceNN = 1.23045; 1.32351 ; 1.5243; 2.41214; 2.41 722; 2.47738; 2.83175;

2.94331 ; 3.02813; 3.05891 ; 3.19268.

dElectrN = 2.71466; 2.57468; 2.1 5193; 0.859337; 0.771869; 0.814674; 0.512546;

0.577163; 0.545283; 0.439246; 0.442451 .

symboINN = O; N; C; C; N; C ; O; C ; C; O ; N.

For the subject central atom, the atomic profile parameter is the sum of the values

contained in vector "dElectrN".

Each atomic profile must be uniquely identified, the present example uses the

following convention:

[Central atomic symbol] _ [Symbols of the peripheral atoms] _ [Progressive

number from 1 to the maximum number of calculated profiles]

In the subject case we therefore have the following notation:

C_NOCCNCOCNOC_18.

The 10000 atomic profiles are used to make 10000 * (10 000-1 )/2 = 49' 995,000

comparisons of the respective atomic profile parameters (hereinafter, the

comparison between atomic profile parameters is also indicated as an index of

similarity). It should be noted that the index of similarity between atom a and atom

b is the same as that between atom b and atom a (in fact, in calculating the

number of comparisons to be made, the value is divided by 2). Moreover, the

index of similarity between two same atomic profiles is always null.



The dendrogram in figure 6 graphically shows the distance between all the

possible pairs of atomic profiles and thus allows the atomic profiles to be grouped

based on how close the respective atomic profile parameters are.

It should be noted that the dendrogram shown in figure 6 is a partial view of the

possible whole dendrogram which is obtained for the subject example.

Moreover, it simply represents a more immediate way to represent the matrix of all

the indexes of similarity and then extract useful information.

It is constructed as follows:

. all the profiles are positioned with their code on the vertical axis,

2. for each profile (e.g. PA , the first at the top in figure 6), a line is drawn which

either directly (e.g. PA33) or indirectly (e.g. PA12) connects it to any second

profile;

3 . the length of the branch which connects any two profiles is set equal to the

value of the index of similarity (i.e. the difference of the respective atomic profile

parameters) between them and shown on the horizontal axis.

For example, with reference to Figure 6 , the index of similarity between PA1 and

PA33 is about 0.25; between PA1 1 and PA12 it is about 5 .

Still with reference to Figure 6 , at this point it is sufficient to choose a value of

threshold λ , such as λ = 2.5. In this way, it is possible to group all the atomic

profiles into groups within which the atomic index of similarity between any two

atomic profiles is less than or equal to the value of threshold λ . Therefore, each

group C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5 represents a relatively homogeneous set of atomic

profiles, and a representative element thereof is "elected": in other words, the

atomic type is determined.

With a threshold of λ = 2.5, five distinct groups C 1 , C2, C3, C4, C5 are identified in

the dendrogram, for each of which an atomic type is determined.

The atomic types thus found in particular characterize all the chemical features of

the peptide bond of the analyzed proteins. In particular, the features of the carbon

atoms in their different hybridization states (sp 2 and sp 3) , but also atoms N of the

backbone and atoms O bonded to the C of the backbone, are automatically

captured in this way, without the help of any operator or information entered

beforehand. With a higher similarity threshold, such as λ = 5 , we would only have



3 groups, and thus 3 atomic types, which would not allow the differentiation

between the hybridization states of the carbon. Therefore, the accuracy obtainable

with this latter representation will generally be less accurate than obtainable with

the above 5 atomic types.

EXAMPLE 2

This second example shows the application of the method according to the

present invention to assess the solubility of a molecule of interest, in particular a

molecule of Naproxen.

10 molecules, listed in Table 2, were selected as reference molecules, i.e.

molecules that make up the "training set", for which the value of the property of

interest is known.

Table 2

Line ln(S) represents the value of the natural logarithm of solubility, while line No.

of atoms is the number of atoms of each molecule shown in the table.

For the purposes of the present example, the choice of representing the solubility

of the molecules using the natural logarithm results from the fact that it

exponentially depends on some typical parameters thereof, such as surface

tension, molar molecular surface and temperature.

For the purposes of the present example, the molecular data base coincides with

the "training set" shown in table 2 , so it includes the same molecules.

As already mentioned, the molecule of interest is Naproxen, having 69 atoms and

natural logarithm of the experimental solubility equal to ln(S) = -4.2. The latter is

the reference value with which the results obtained by the application of the



method according to the present invention are compared. It should be noted that

this expected solubility value is positioned at an end of the distribution range of the

solubility values of the 10 molecules of the "training set". This allows an even

better assessment of the advantages of the method according to the present

invention, in fact, a simple interpolation of known values would not give an

expected value of the property with an acceptable error in relation to the reference

value.

The atomic profiles of the atoms of each molecule of the 10 that make up the

molecular data base, i.e. 598 total atomic profiles, are then calculated, which

include the various atomic profiles of the respective molecules in the data base.

The poor amount of data to be processed in the case of the present example does

not involve a high computational load. It is therefore possible to calculate the

atomic profile of an atom considered as central by identifying all the atoms of the

molecule itself as peripheral atoms. In other words, the major radius of the

spherical surface defining the vicinity (S) corresponds to the space dimension of

the molecule. Thereafter, the indexes of similarity between the atomic profiles thus

obtained are calculated, i.e. (598 * (598-1 ))/2 = 178503 comparisons are carried

out which, in detail, are subtractions. The expression for calculating the number of

comparisons is divided by two since two different atomic profiles are compared

once (the comparison between the atomic profile a and the atomic profile b also

includes that between the atomic profile b and the atomic profile a). Once the

atomic profiles and the indexes of similarity of the molecular data base have been

calculated, the atomic types thereof are determined. To this end, the dendrogram

of the atomic profiles is constructed using the indexes of similarity calculated as

described above. In this example, ten atomic profiles are determined, which is a

numerically optimal value to solve the ten equation system determined by the

cardinality of the set of reference molecules.

Figure 8 shows the 10 atomic types determined by constructing a dendrogram.

Threshold λ = 5.47 allows this number of atomic types to be obtained.

Table 3 shows the number of atoms considered similar, i.e. the constituent atoms

of an atomic type, upon the variation of the number of atomic types (2, 4 , 6, 8 , 10)

chosen to represent the molecules of the "training set".



If only one atomic type per molecule is considered, the formula for assessing the

solubility of a generic molecule would be equal to ln(S) ~ -0,0323365 * NA; where

NA is the number of atoms of that molecule. In this regard, figure 9 shows the

pattern of distribution of solubility as a function of the atoms in a molecule. It may

be seen that this pattern is rather scattered, therefore it is not uniquely globally

identifiable based on the variables of the problem being analyzed. Using the above

formula, we obtain an estimated solubility value of the molecule of Naproxen equal

to ln(S) = -2.23. As already mentioned, the reference value with which to compare

the latter is equal to -4.2. Below there is shown that by increasing the number of

atomic types, the estimated value tends to converge to the reference value.



AT5 5 5 2 12 6 28 26 4 7 16

AT6 28 9 0 18 23 46 9 23 13 43

Total
44 23 20 43 43 114 66 34 33 78

atoms

No. of

atomic

types

8 AT1 0 2 12 4 2 2 7 0 0 2

AT2 1 1 20 0 0 1 2 0 0 0

AT3 4 3 30 2 9 6 7 3 6 3

AT4 0 1 14 4 1 12 3 1 3 6

ATS 2 1 17 5 2 10 6 1 2 5

AT6 4 1 25 1 1 10 8 2 2 5

AT 7 5 5 2 10 5 27 25 4 7 15

AT8 28 9 0 17 23 46 8 23 13 42

Total
44 23 120 43 43 114 66 34 33 78

atoms

10 AT1 0 2 9 1 0 1 5 0 0 0

AT2 0 1 17 0 0 1 2 0 0 0

AT3 3 2 26 0 6 5 5 3 4 2

AT4 2 0 25 6 5 11 9 4 4 5

AT5 0 1 5 3 1 10 2 0 2 4

AT6 2 1 17 2 1 7 5 0 1 2

AT7 3 1 19 1 1 8 4 2 1 3

AT8 5 4 2 10 5 2 1 19 4 5 13

AT9 7 5 0 7 8 14 10 0 7 11

AT10 22 6 0 13 16 36 5 2 1 9 38

Total
44 23 120 43 43 114 66 34 33 78

atoms

1 Atropine

2 Benzocaine

3 Caffeine

4 Cocaine

5 Codeine

6 Dexamethasone

7 Fenbufen



8 Fluconazole

9 Ibuprofen

10 Licodein

Table 3

Thereafter, in order to apply the method according to the present invention, it is

necessary to link the known value of the property of the molecules in the "training

set" to the respective atomic types. The weights of each type atomic value of

solubility of the molecule to which they belong are then determined. In the present

example, this operation is done by solving a system of regression equations

characterized by 10 equations (i.e. an equation for each molecule in the "training

set") in 10 unknowns (i.e. the number of atomic types).

Thereafter, for the 69 atoms of the molecule of interest of Naproxen, the

respective atomic types are determined by choosing them, for each atom, from the

ten molecules among the molecules in the "training set".

Then, by a combination of the values of the weights calculated above with the

atomic types of the molecule of interest of Naproxen, the solubility value of the

latter is determined.

Table 4 shows different solubility values of the molecule of Naproxen obtained as

a function of a different number of atomic types used for the application of the

method according to the present invention, in particular the method was applied in

the case of 10, 8 , 6 and 4 atomic types. The table further shows the number of

atoms represented with each atomic type. For the case of a single atomic type, the

approximate formula described above was used. The error shown in the table is

related to the difference between the reference value (i.e. -4.2) and the value

calculated each time with the number of atomic types chosen to do so. It should be

noted that the error decreases with the increase of the number of atomic types

chosen to represent the molecule of interest of Naproxen.



No. No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of Predicted Error

of atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms value

TA TA 1 TA 2 TA 3 TA 4 TA 5 TA 6 TA 7 TA 8 TA 9 TA 10 TA 11 TA 12 TA 13 In(s)

10 5 2 5 13 5 6 4 12 8 9 -5.19 -0.99

8 7 2 8 9 8 4 17 14 -3.04 1.16

6 11 10 12 4 18 14 -2.96 1.24

4 18 16 14 2 1 -2.69 1.51

1 -2.23 1.97

Table 4



CLAIMS

1. A method for determining a value of a property of a molecule (M1 ) of interest

comprising a plurality of atoms (10, 20, 30),

- wherein said method is based on a data base (DB) related to a plurality of

surveyed molecules (M1 DB, MD2B) comprising a plurality of atoms (10DB,

20DB, 30DB, 40DB), wherein said data base (DB) contains, for each

surveyed molecule (MDB1 , MDB2), spatial information (10DBd, 20DBd,

30DBd, 40DBd) and electronegativity information (10DBe, 20DBe, 30DBe,

40DBe) related to the constituent atoms (10DB, 20DB, 30DB, 40DB);

- wherein said method is based on a set of predetermined reference

molecules (M2, M3, M4) comprising a plurality of atoms (210, 220, 310,

320, 410, 420), wherein spatial information (21 Od, 220d, 3 1Od, 320d, 4 1Od,

420d) and electronegativity information (21 Oe, 220e, 3 1Oe, 320e, 4 1Oe,

420e) related to the constituent atoms is known for each reference

molecule (M2, M3, M4), and a value of said property is known;

- wherein the atomic profile of a certain atom ( a) of a certain molecule (MC)

comprises an atomic profile parameter and atomic profile information,

wherein said atomic profile parameter is determined by means of a

predetermined mathematical formula to be calculated on the basis of spatial

information (1ad, 11ad, 12ad, 13ad) and electronegativity information (1ae,

11ae, 12ae, 13ae) related to the atoms (1a, 1 a , 12a, 13a) of said certain

molecule (MC) which are in a predetermined vicinity (S) of said certain atom

(1a), and wherein said atomic profile information is chemical information

related to the atoms (1a, 11a, 12a, 13a) of said certain molecule (MC)

which are in said predetermined vicinity (S);

- wherein the atomic type (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5) of a group (C1 , C2, C3, C4,

C5) of similar atomic profiles is an atomic profile of said group (C1 , C2, C3,

C4, C5) selected in a predetermined manner, wherein the atomic profiles of

said group are considered similar based on a predetermined criterion;

- wherein the method comprises the steps, performed through an electronic

processor, of:

A) processing said data base (DB) and determining a plurality of atomic types



(T1 , T2, Τ3, Τ4 , Τ5) associated with the atoms (10DB, 20DB, 30DB, 40DB) of said

surveyed molecules (MDB1 , MDB2) of said data base (DB),

B) determining the atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5) of the atoms (210, 220,

310, 320, 410, 420) of said reference molecules (M2, M3, M4) selecting them from

said plurality of atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5),

C) for the atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5) of the atoms (210, 220, 310, 320,

410, 420) of said reference molecules (M2, M3, M4), carrying out a regression of

said known values of said property of said reference molecules (M2, M3, M4)

obtaining corresponding contribution values on the value of said property for said

atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5),

D) determining the atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5) of the atoms (10, 20, 30)

of said molecule (M1 ) of interest selecting them from said plurality of atomic types

(T1 . T2. T3, T4, T5),

E) calculating said value of said property of said molecule (M1 ) of interest as a

combination of the contribution values on the value of said property of the atomic

types (T1 , T2, T3, T4, T5) of the atoms (10, 20, 30) of said molecule (M ) obtained

by said regression.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said spatial information (10DBd,

20DBd, 30DBd, 10d, 20d, 30d, 210d, 220d, 3 0d, 320d, 4 0d, 420d, 1ad, 11ad,

12ad, 13ad) comprises the three-dimensional spatial coordinates of said plurality

of atoms.

3 . A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said chemical information related

to the atoms (1a, 1 a , 12a, 13a) of said certain molecule (MC) comprises the

chemical symbol of said atoms ( 1a , 1 a, 12a, 13a) and the number of atoms (1a,

11a , 12a, 3a) located in said predetermined vicinity (S).

4. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said atomic

profile parameter is a vector comprising a plurality of elements and wherein said

predetermined mathematical formula includes the step of carrying out a

corresponding plurality of ratios between:

- values depending on the electronegativity differences between said certain atom

(1a) and said atoms ( 1 1a, 12a, 13a) located in said vicinity (S) of said certain atom

(1a)



and

- values depending on the distances between said certain atom (1a) and said

atoms ( 1a, 12a, 13a) located in said vicinity (S) of said certain atom (1a).

5. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3 , wherein said atomic profile

parameter is a vector comprising a plurality of elements and wherein said

predetermined mathematical formula includes the step of carrying out a

corresponding plurality of ratios between

- values depending on the electronegativity of said atoms ( a , 12a, 13a) located

in said vicinity (S) of said certain atom (1a)

and

- values depending on the distances between said certain atom (1a) and said

atoms ( 1 1a, 12a, 13a) located in said vicinity (S) of said certain atom (1a).

6. A method according to claim 4 or 5 , wherein said values depending on the

electronegativity differences or on the electronegativities correspond to the values

of the electronegativity differences or of the electronegativities to which a

corrective constant is added.

7. A method according to claim 4 or 5 or 6 , wherein said values depending on the

distances correspond to the square of the distances between said certain atom

( a) and said atoms ( 11a, 12a, 13a) located in said vicinity (S) of said certain atom

(1a).

8 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said distances

between said certain atom (1a) and said atoms ( 11a, 12a, 13a) in said vicinity (S)

are calculated based on said spatial information (1ad, 11ad, 12ad, 13ad).

9. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

predetermined vicinity is a space (S) centered on said certain atom (1a) which

excludes a central zone.

10. A method according to claim 8 , wherein said space (S) is a cortex having a

predetermined shape, in particular a spherical shape, having:

- a minor radius (r1 ) in the range between 0.8 and 1.2 Angstroms,

- a major radius (r2) in the range between 3.5 and 15 Angstroms.

11. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

predetermined criterion includes the step of carrying out the difference of two



atomic profile parameters belonging to two different atomic profiles.

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein said difference generates a vector

comprising a plurality of elements and wherein said predetermined criterion

provides for the combination, in particular the sum, of said elements of said vector

being less than a threshold value.

13. A method according to any one of the preceding claims from 1 to 12, wherein

according to said predetermined mode, said atomic profile is randomly selected

from the atomic profiles belonging to a cluster (C1 , C2, C3, C4, C5).

14. A method according to any one of the preceding claims from 1 to 12, wherein

according to said predetermined mode, said atomic profile is selected based on

the average value of the atomic profile parameters of the atomic profiles belonging

to a cluster (C1 , C2, C3, C4, C5).

15 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

regression is such that the regressing factor, consisting of the value of said

property of said reference molecules (M2, M3, M4) is a combination of the

regressors, consisting of contribution values of the atomic types (T1 , T2, T3, T4,

T5) of said reference molecules (M2, M3, M4) on the value of the property of said

reference molecules (M2, M3, M4).

16. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

regression of said step C is a linear regression.

17. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

combination of said step E is a linear combination.
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